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fresh difficulty, and, when it had been dealt with, the entirely new
spirit of friendliness, trust, and co-operation that was found to have
been created by the moderation of the great Indian leader and the
loving influence spread around him by Mr, Andrews as he proceeded
with his great Imperial mission."
In his valedictory letter to the Indian community, Gandhiji
described the Settlement, embodied in the Indians' Relief Act
passed on June 26, as cthe Magna Gharta5 of Indians5 liberty in
South Africa, because it marked a change in Government's policy
towards them and established their right to be consulted in mat-
ters affecting them and to have their reasonable wishes respected.
It was thus with the sense of a mission fulfilled that, on July 18,
Gandhiji took leave of South Africa, the sub-continent which "has
become to me a sacred and dear land, next only to my mother-
land." (p. 503.)
From August 4 to December 18, Gandhiji stayed in
London; the first World War broke out during this time. Despite
bouts of illness, he was active in organizing an Indian Ambu-
lance Corps—as an expression of loyalty to the Empire in its hour
of need. Here again, he had occasion to offer satyagraha on an is-
sue which touched Indian self-respect and won his point, the
right to be consulted in the disposition of the Corps.
On December 19, Gandhiji sailed for India, "the country
where the greatest spiritual treasures were to be found for the
comforting and uplifting of the whole world." His political
outlook was revealed by his emphasis on work to strengthen the
ties between India and Great Britain "by each giving of its best
to the other", (p. 565.) His feelings on board the ship Gandhiji
has set down in a letter to West: "I have been so often preven-
ted from reaching India that it seems hardly real that I am sitting
in a ship bound for India, And having reached that what shall
I do with myself? However, 'Lead Kindly Light, amid the en-
circling gloom, lead Thou me on'. That thought is my solace.
. . ." (p. 566.)
The personal letters in the volume reveal Gandhiji's concern,
even in the midst of struggle, with thoughts of God and moksha.
One sees the influence which the Ashram way of life had come to
exercise on him and his idea of continuing that life in India* One
notes, too, the deep attachment that bound him to Gokhale, his
"political Guru", as evidenced, for instance, in the compact of a
year's silence for study and observation, after landing on Indian
soil.

